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I. DEPARTMENT POSITION

The Department opposes the amendment because its administrative rules that allow for
consultations are fair and adequate. Currently, the attending physician usually refers the
injured worker for diagnostic testing and consultations when they feel it is reasonable and
necessary as the injury requires. And because not all workers' compensation injuries are
so severe and complex to require diagnostic testing and consultations, the Department
does not feel that "a blanket approval" for diagnostic testing and a one-time consult
should be allowed. Each case should be detennined on a case by case basis which the
current administrative rules provide. The Department, therefore, opposes the proposed
amendment for the reasons cited above.

II. OVERVIEW OF CURRENT PROPOSED LEGISLATION

Senate Bill 2566 proposes to amend Section 386-21(b), HRS, by clarifying that a
physician or surgeon may conduct diagnostic testing or engage in a one-time consultation
for a subspecialty diagnostic evaluation and treatment recommendations from a board
certified or licensed specialist, without prior approval from the insurer or employer.
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III. CURRENT LAW

The current law allows an injured employee to select any physician or surgeon who is
practicing on the island where the injury was incurred to render medical care. The current
Workers' Compensation Medical Fee Schedule Administrative Rules (WCMFS) allows
for Consultations under Section 12-15-42 when additional medical opinions and
treatment is warranted.

Under Section 12-15-42, WCMFS, Consultations may be requested by the attending
physician, the injured employee, the employer, or the director whenever another physician
with expertise and experience on the subject may be required. Consultation referrals
must be authorized by the employer/insurance carrier (hereafter "employer") or granted
upon order of the director. The employer, upon receipt of a consultation request, shall
respond within seven calendar days after postmark of such request, giving authorization
or stating in writing the reason for refusal to the attending physician, the injured
employee, and the director. If the employer denies the consult, the attending physician or
the injured employee may request the director to review the employer's denial and a
hearing will be held to approve or deny the request for consultation based on the evidence
presented.
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TO CHAIRPERSON KARL RHOADS AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE:

The purpose of S.B. No. 2566 is to clarify that a physician or surgeon may

conduct diagnostic testing or engage in a one-time consult for a subspecialty diagnostic

evaluation and treatment recommendations from a board certified or licensed specialist.

The Department of Human Resources Development is strongly opposed to

this bill as it deprives the self insured employer or insurance carrier of a

fundamental right to challenge the referral on the basis of it not being reasonable

or necessary or for a condition that is unrelated to the industrial injury.

This bill will likely add to the current adversarial nature of the system and

increase costs by removing one of the checks and balances currently afforded

employers and insurance carriers.
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Tuesday, March 9, 2010, 9:30 A.M., Conference Room 309

To: COMMlrrEE ON LABOR &PUBLIC EMPLOYMENT
Rep. Karl Rhoads, Chair
Rep. Kyle T. Yamashita, Vice Chair

From: Hawaii Medical Association
Gary A. Okamoto, MD, Legislative Co-Chair
Linda Rasmussen, MD, Legislative Co-Chair
April Donahue, Executive Director
Lauren Zirbel, Government Affairs
Dick Botti, Government Affairs

Re: SB2566 RELATING TO MEDICAL AND REHABILITATION BENEFITS

In Support

Chairs & Committee Members:

Hawaii M~dical Association supports 8B2566 Relating Medical and Rehabilitation
Benefits as a measure to help expedite care for injured workers and avoid long delays
with denials that may have no basis in medical need.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify.

OFFICERS
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Testimony by: Derrick Ishihara, PT
SB 2566, Relating to Medical and Rehabilitation Benefits
Hse LAB, Tuesday, March 9, 2010
Room 309, 9:30 am Position: Support, With Suggested Amendment

Chair Rhoads and Members of the Hse LAB Committee:

I am Derrick Ishihara, P.T., Legislative Committee member ofthe Hawaii Chapter ~
American Physical Therapy Association (HAPTA) and small business owner of a private
practice clinic. HAPTA represents 250-300 physical therapists and physical therapist
assistants employed in hospitals, nursing homes, the Armed Forces, the Department of
Education and Department ofHealth (DOH) systems, and private clinics throughout our
community. Physical therapists work with everyone; from infants to the elderly, to restore
and improve function and quality ofHfe. We are part ofthe spectrum ofcare for Hawaii, and
provide rehabilitative services for infants and children, youth, adults and the elderly.
Rehabilitative services are a vital part of restoring optimum function from
neuromusculoskeletal injuries and impairments.

We support this measure because it will expedite care to the injured employee. The hearings
process is very drawn out when the insurance carrier challenges the surgical consult. This
lengthy process means that the injured worker does not receive timely treatment and is not
able to return to work. The long delay may cause permanent damage ofan injury such as
nerve damage on a lumbar or cervical radiculopathy. Or, such delay may make a repair more
difficult with a poor outcome for the injured worker as in the case of rotator cuff
rehabilitation.

We also propose amending the language to ensure that ifmore than one sub-specialty
provider is needed for evaluation ofa severe, multi-system injury; each sub-specialist is
allowed to evaluate and obtain necessary testing without prior authorization ofthe insurance
carrier.

Paying for the consult fee in the short run may be less expensive than challenging the case
and the long drawn out process to settle the case. Ultimately, it will benefit the injured
worker's rehabilitation and return to work.

I can. be reached at 593-2610 ifyou have any questions. Thank you for the opportunity to
testify.

1360 S. Beretania Street, #301 '* Honolulu, HI 96814-1541" www.hapta.org
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TESTIMONY OF ILWU LOCAL 142 RE:
SB 2566 RELATING TO: MEDICAL AND REHABILITATION BENEFITS

Chair Rhoads, Vice Chair Yamashita, Members of the Committee:

Thank you for the opportunity to present testimony regarding SB 2566. We
support this simple but constructive proposal.

The ability to render prompt medical services is a critical component of any
effective workers' compensation system. SB 2566 amends Section 386-21 HRS by
giving treating physicians the prerogative to engage in diagnostic testing or to make a
referral to a single subspecialty consultation for evaluation and treatment without follow
ing the conventional medical treatment plan procedures.

Affording treating physicians this single tool will measurably enhance their ability
to make a prompt diagnosis and accelerate the recovery of injured workers. Where
diagnostic testing or referral to a sub-specialist is necessary, there is no sound reason to
defer such action because the more rapidly clinicians reach an accurate diagnosis of an
injury or illness and the more promptly sub-specialty care is commenced, the more
rapidly the injured worker will recover and resume gainful employment. In this fashion,
the ultimate expense and duration of disability will be minimized, and the employee and
employer will enjoy the benefit of being restored to good health at the earliest feasible
date.

It should also be noted that SB 2566 does not in any way sacrifice an Employer's
right to contest or deny a claim. However, where a claim is eventually deemed non
compensable after it has been adjudicated, all parties will still benefit by the adoption of
SB 2566. As a practical matter, when an employee who works more than half-time is
injured, she will have regular medical coverage for at least three months after the month
in which the industrial accident occurred because continuation of such coverage by the
employer is mandated by the Hawaii Prepaid Health Insurance Act. Thus, if a physician
undertakes diagnostic testing or a referral to sub-specialty care when the injury originally
occurs and the claim is later denied, regular health care coverage will still be in place to
absorb these expenses during this initial three month period. But rather than being



embroiled in a dispute over compensation that delays medical care, essential diagnostic
testing and sub-specialty referral will have taken place and such timely intervention is
beneficial to all interested parties.

Thoughtful participants in the workers' compensation process should therefore
unanimously embrace this bill, and ILWU Local 142 enthusiastically supports its
passage.
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S.B.2566

Chair Rhoads, Vice Chair Yamashita, and members of the Committee, my name is

Alison Powers, Executive Director of Hawaii Insurers Council. Hawaii Insurers Council

is a non-profit trade association of property and casualty insurance companies licensed

to do business in Hawaii. Member companies underwrite approximately 45% of all

property and casualty insurance premiums in the state.

Hawaii Insurers Council opposes S.B. 2566. This bill would allow a physician or

surgeon to conduct diagnostic testing or engage in a one-time consultation for a

subspecialty diagnostic evaluation and treatment recommendations that shall not be

subject to contest by an insurer or employer.

S.B. 2566 will likely add costs to the workers' compensation system if there is increased

abuse in this area. There may be situations where there is a financial interest between

the physician and a diagnostic testing facility and collusion could occur. There could

also be referrals made for injuries unrelated to the work injury which would also add

costs if the employer ultimately has to pay for this referral.

We respectfully request that S.B. 2566 be held.

Thank you for the opportunity to testify.
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Regular Session 2010

The House of Representatives
Committee on Labor and Public Employment

S.B. 2566 clarifies that a physicians or surgeon may conduct diagnostic testing or engages in a
one·tlme consultation t<)r subspecialty diagnostic evaluation and trcatment recommendations
fi'ol11 a board certified or licensed specialist.

The Hnwaii Injured Workers Alliance strongly supp0l1s this measure.

The ability to move quickly and accurately to resolve an injury is [()remost in the mind of
doctors. By giving doctors this one-time eonsultationwould help bring about a faster resolution
of the injury.

We believe this bill will bring about a nlster resolution to Claimant injury.

We arc concemed about referring physician financial interest guidelines. Our concern is in
hospital such as Kaiser, Straub, Hawaii Medical Center and others they may not be able to refer
patients to an in house doctor because as a group ofdoctors they have a financial interest in there
hospital.

We agree this is a positive step fbI' injured workers in the State of Hawaii.

Your passage of this bill would be greatly appreciated.

George M. Waialealc
Executive Director
llawaii Injured Workers Alliance
383-0436
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SB 2566 - RELATING TO MEDICAL AND REHABILITATION BENEFITS
PCI Position: Opposed

Tuesday, March 9, 2010
9:30 a.m.; Conference Room 309

Aloha Chairman Rhoads and Committee Members:

The Property Casualty Insurers Association of American (PCI) is opposed to 58 2566
which would allow a physician or surgeon to conduct diagnostic testing or engage in a one
time consultation for a subspecialty diagnostic evaluation and treatment recommendations
that could not contested by an insurer or employer.

Insurer representatives were not initially opposed to this measure but asked for some fairly
simple amendments to prevent abuse of this new right and to protect injured workers. The
amendments would have provided that the referral has to be within the occupational
medical guidelines and the physician or surgeon has no financial interest in the diagnostic
testing, the subspecialty diagnostic evaluator's practice or in the licensed specialist's
practice. These amendments have not been adopted so we are forced to oppose this bill.

We also support the Department of Labor and Industrial Relations Department's belief that
the existing administrative rules that allow for consultations are fair and adequate and that
there is no need for a "blanket rule" allowing for diagnostic testing and a one-time
consultation.

Granting this blanket waiver, without including important safeguards, would eliminate the
right of the insurer to challenge the referral on any basis including the belief that the test
and consultation were not reasonable or were for a condition not related to an industrial
injury. Such actions would merely serve to increase the cost of workers' compensation
insurance without any benefit to the injured worker.

For these reasons, we respectfully request members of this committee to oppose S8 2566.
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We are in support of SB 2339 SD1
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Gf~~lGG2j~jon.:,/lne:~ The following signatures below indicate the
support of VMC of this bill. We have seen too many cases that are consistently
prolonged due to the carrier's indication that they are "investigating the case, or denying
the case" and once the hearing has been held, the injured worker then has their case
opened after a long period of waiting without compensation or medical treatment. We
have seen that more than likely these workers' injuries are worsened by the lack of
treatment and time lapse. Many of them must fall to other resources such as the
Welfare system and the Social Security Disability system when they have not received
the treatment or benefits from the start of the injury. This then causes the cost shifting to
our other resources when the injured worker's recovery should have been paid by the
insurance company of injury.

Please pass this bill.

Testimony for SB 2566 (SSCR2383) Relating to Medical and Rehabilitation
Benefits

We are in support of SB 2566 AS ORIGINALLY WRITTEN WITHOUT THE
AMENDMENT

Those signing below also support the next bill that clarifies that the physician's ability to
conduct diagnostic testing or engage in a one-time consultation. Please allow these
physicians to do their job and not tie their hands as to where they refer. We need these
doctors in the system and by adding or tying their hands in any way decreases their
ability to do their jobs. Please allow this bill to pass without thei amendment.

Thank you for the opportunity to address this committee.

Vocational Management Consultants, Inc.
President Laurie H. Hamano, M. Ed. CRC, LMHC
Kirsten Harada, M. Ed. CRC, LMHC
Patti Inoue, M. Ed. CRC, LMHC
Beverly Tokumine, M. Ed. CRC, LMHC
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TESTIMONY IN SUPPDRT·OFS.B.·2566

In the field of workers' compensation, judicial rules have been supplemented by
the legislative mandate to liberally interpret the statutes to further the humanitarian
purpose of the laws and various presumptions, which require that doubts be resolved in
favor of the claimant. Akamine v. Hawaiian Packing and Crating, Co., 53 Hawai'i 406,
414,495 P.2d 1164 (1972); DeFries v. Ass'n of Owners, 57 Hawai'i 296, 304, 555 P.2d
885 (1976). After all, injured workers were stripped of their right to sue their employers
with the enactment of the workers' compensation statute in 1915 in exchange for the
prompt payment of benefits as a cost of doing business for the employers. HRS § 386
5 (exclusiveness of right to compensation under the statute). However the present
system as it presently functions is a subversion of the original intent of workers'
compensation.

The present practice for allowance of medical treatment under our Workers'
Compensation law, Chap. 386 as it has been administratively structured has become
dysfunctional . As members of your committee probably are aware, most of the
medical profession has dropped out of the Worker's Compensation system out of
frustration and lack of adequate financial compensation.

This bill seeks to correct an aspect, of delay in treatment. The few medical
professionals willing to treat injured workers are constantly hamstrung by the inability to
readily conduct diagnostic testing or obtain a consultation under the workers
compensation system with a specialist in the field to further determine treatment and
diagnostic recommendations.

There are now frequent insurance carrier objections even at the outset of an
injury to requests for treatment, diagnostic testing or consultation. It was estimated by
one member of the Labor and Relations Appeals Board that about 50% of appeals
before the Board are now related to the denials of treatment plans under current law
and practice.

These objections to treatment are frequently being made by insurance personnel
without medical training, or minimal medical knowledge. Moreover, many medical
providers will hesitate to provide the diagnostic testing or consultation under private
medical insurance when confronted with a denial by a worker's compensation insurance
company. The result is delay in medical services for the injured worker and rapid
return to the work force. This needed change in the law will expedite treatment and
allow flexibility to the treating physician at the outset of an injury.

ACCIDENT CASES. WORKERS' COMPENSAnON. EMPLOYMENT & LABOR LAW
Email: standmanmasui@yahoo.com. visit us: www.stanfordmasui.com




